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Space considerations force the splitting of Part 3 of this Cadotte series into two parts. Part 3a with
in this
issue and
3b with Appendix C will appear in the
Appendixes A and B will be
next Journal issue.
Introduction to Part 3

This is the
and concluding part of this series dealing
the second family of Jean Baptiste
pere. In this Part Three, appendixes are offered which
the evidence regarding Augustin
Cadotte, the Cadottes-Joseph, Zoe, and Sophie-mentioned in an 1855 letter, and Joseph Cadotte. Part
one presented the first generation including Jean Baptiste Cadotte, pere, and listed his children from both
of his families. Part two covered in detail the children of Jean
pere, from his second
country wife and his grandchildren.
A: The Identification of

Several witnesses testifying in the United States vs. Repentigny et al. case insist that Jean Baptiste
Cadotte, pere, had a son named Augustin
his
Fran<;:ois Xavier Biron says that he did not
know Augustin, but that he
that he
died young at Montreal. 1 Louis Gournoe also
mentions that there was a son Augustin who had died while
about 60 years ago (that is,
ca. 1802)? Likewise, Marie Archange (Cadotte) Gournoe
Augustin dying at school in
Montreal, but she is less clear ofthe date (giving a range calculated to be 1797-1812). 3 Lastly, Joseph
[Joachim] Lariviere says
there was a son Augustin that he knew,
he believed him to be the son
Cadotte's first wife. 4 Although three of these relatives are confusing Augustin
his
Joseph Marie, who died in Montreal in 1773, they all recall a son named Augustin.
Jean Baptiste Cadotte, pere, had a son named Augustin, and, as Theresa M. Schenck suggests, he
second family. 5
she notes that he is not mentioned in the
was probably
eldest son of
Blondeau Account Book with the other children the first marriage. Augustin is not given a share in his
father's fur trade business with the legitimate sons Jean Baptiste and Michel in 1796, probably because he
Sault Ste. Marie
was not born in wedlock. Lastly, Augustin appears to have not resided as an adult in
area since his near relatives there assumed he died young.
But how do we know that he is the same Augustin Cadotte who
and 1825?
to
1820 federal census, we know that he
have been born between 1775
and 1794. Using data from the Programme de recherche en demographie historique (PRDH) database
Cadottes who were likely contenders
and other sources it is feasible to identifY all the possible
for living on Mackinac Island in the early nineteenth century.

1

Jacob M. Howard Papers, 1860-1864, Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public Library, ms.
States vs. Repentigny eta!.," hereinafter Howard Papers, 72.
2
Howard Papers, 82.
3
Howard
87.
4
Howard Papers, 211-212.
5
Letter from Theresa M. Schenck to John P. DuLong, 19 February 1989.
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Cadottes

Table 1: Contemporary

Status

lkudt:1;,

Augustin Cadotte, b. 1728, d. 1772, the son
of Jean Fran<;ois Cadotte and Marie
Josephe Proteau.

He is too old and died before 1776. He
was the brother of Jean Baptiste Cadotte,
pere.

Augustin Cadotte, known as No. 1 in
American Fur Company (AFC) records, b.
1784, d. aft. 1850, the son of Michel
Cadotte le grand and Madeline.

He died after 1825. In 1850 he was living
at La Pointe.

Augustin Cadotte, b. 1785, d. aft. 1838, the
son of Fran<;ois Capistran Cadotte and
Marie Archange Dumont dite Lafleur.

He m. 1817 to Esther Dan durant and
remained in St-Esprit, Quebec.

Augustin Cadotte, b. 1762, d. 1839, the son
of Augustin Cadotte and Marie Josephe
Cossette.

He settled on the Red River in Manitoba
and eventually moved to Galena, Illinois. 6

Augustin Cadotte, b. 1793, d. 1813, the son
of Louis Cadotte and Charlotte Laferriere
dite Divertissant,

He died young.

Augustin Cadotte, b. 1799, d. aft. 1839, the
son of Joseph Cadotte and Marie Elisabeth
Lefebvre dite Despins.

He was too young to fit the profile and he
married in 1829 in Batiscan. He remained
in Quebec.

Augustin Cadotte, known as No.2 in AFC
records and Lyon Papers, b. ca. 1815, d.
aft. 1850, the son of Jean Baptiste Ca~otte
who was killed by the Sioux in 1830.

He was too young and died after 1825.

Augustin Cadotte, b. ca. J 822, d_ aft. 1850,
the son of Benjamin Cadotte and an
Ojibwa.

He was too young and still alive after
1825.

Augustin Cadotte, b. ca. 1837, d. aft. 1850,
the son of Antoine Cadotte and Rosalie
Bourbonnet.

He was born too late.

Augustin Cadotte, b. ca. 1837, d. 1862, the
son of Laurent Cadotte and Betsy William.

He was born too late.

--

Sources: Drouin Institute, Quebec Records, "LaFrance," birth, marriage, and death acts,
6

This Augustin Cadotte lived in the Red River area and at least one of his children married in the area, but he retired
to Galena, Illinois. His daughter Suzanne Cadotte m. Joseph Beaupre, 8 November 1825, St. Boniface. Morin,
Metis Families, 1:120. He and his other daughters moved to Illinois. Email from David F. Baker to Gail Morin, 11
March 2000, copy in the author's possession. David F. Baker, "Some Baker, Potter, White, Perry, Rubado, Cadotte,
Gusmai, and Rizzi Families"
(accessed 16 December 2014). He is most likely the Augustin Cadotte mentioned in the journal of Alexander
Henry, the younger, Elliot Coues, ed., New Light on the Early History of the Greater Northwest: The Manuscript
Journals of Alexander Henry and David Thompson, 1799-1814,3 vols. (New York: Francis P. Harper, 1897), 1:188
and passim. It is his brother Laurant Cadotte (Augustin 3 , Jean Fram;ois 2 , Mathurin\ Rem/) who left a large number
Mitis Families, 1:355-361.
ofCadotte descendants in Manitoba.
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Contenders
subscription database,
(accessed 9 December 2014).
Jacques Legare, Bertrand Desjardins, and Hubert Charbonneau, "A Repertory of Vital
Events, 1621-1799, Quebec and French Canada," subscription database, Universite de
Montreal, PRDH: Le Programme de Recherche en demographie historique (The
Research Program in Historical Demography),
(accessed 31 December, 2012). 1850 U.S. Census, La Pointe Village, La Pointe Co., WI,
penned p. 2, lines 1-6, dwelling 5, family 5, NARA microfilm M432, roll 1002.
Schenck, All Our Relations, passim.
Who is left? It would appear the
unclaimed Augustin Cadotte of
right age and otherwise not
accounted for would be Augustin Cadotte,
son of Jean Baptiste Cadotte, pere, and most likely
second country wife, Catherine.
This identification though is threatened by the mention of an Augustin Cadotte, brother of a Michel
Cadotte, at La Pointe in 1826, at least a year after he is supposed to be dead. George
Subagent
for the Indian Agency at La Pointe, wrote the following
for 11 October 1826:
Joseph Dufault informed me that Mechaiel [sic] Cadotte Seinor [sic], and Augustin his brother,
got tobacco & ammunition
to them for the purpose of conveying the Govt parole [message]
to the Indians at Lac du Flambeau & Lac Courtorielle. 7
This entry would appear to show that Michael Cadotte le grand's half-brother, Augustin Cadotte, was
8
with him at La Pointe in 1826. This is how Schenck understands the statement. However, every other
mention of Augustin Cadotte in Johnston's papers refers to the son of Michel Cadotte le grand with the
9
same name as his uncle Augustin. For
it was
the son and not the brother whom
10
Cadotte l~ grand employed at Lac Courte Oreilles
Chippewa River in 1827.

7

George Johnston Papers, I October 1826 entry for the 11th. This journal is in the form of letters addressed to "Dear
Friend." He compiled two letters per month and indicates in the letter the day a particular event occurred. These
entries make fascinating reading because Johnston paints a detailed portrait of daily life on Madeline Island and
often mentions Michel Cadotte le grand and his family. Joseph Dufault was a carpenter and married to Julia
Cadotte, the daughter of Michel Cadotte le grand. They did not officially wed until II or 21 September 1834 at La
Pointe in a Protestant ceremony and then again on 2 August 1835 at La Pointe in a Catholic ceremony (and recorded
at the county courthouse on 23 September 1839. Chippewa County, Michigan, Marriages, vol. A, 24, 30, and 36,
abstracted at "Chippewa County Marriages: Alphabetical by Bride's Name, A-C,"
~=c~~~"--'-'-"-'--'"-'-'-'"""-''~"""~~~~""" (accessed 17 December 2014). Bristol, St. Joseph Mission and Holy Family
Catholic Church: Marriage Records, I. However, they were clearly living as husband and wife before that date as
evidenced in the George Johnston Papers, I May 1827 entry for the 15th. Furthermore, in 1839 Joseph claimed that
he and Julia had wed at Sault Ste. Marie 21 years ago, thus establishing that they were cohabitating by as early as
1818. Schenck, All Our Relations, 63.
8
Email from Theresa M. Schenck to John P. DuLong, 24 January 1999. I am indebted to Schenck for sharing the
existence of the George Johnston Papers and that they contain Cadotte information.
9
George Johnston Papers, see the reports on l February 1827 entry for the 14th, 15 February 1827, and 16 May
1827 entry for the 25th.
10
George Johnston Papers, I February 1827
for the 14th and 15 February 1827. Schenck, All Our Relations,
3 7. She believes that the town of Cadott, Wisconsin, was named after this Augustin Cadotte who worked there for a
long period, and not his brother Jean Baptiste Cadotte, called Gras Cadotte, who has been given credit elsewhere,
Tobola, Cadotte Family Stories, 52, 64-67.
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dated 3 December 1826,
"''"'""''J"'-''" in his entry dated 11 October 1826:
for the

wrote

the same

he

I called on Mr. Warren, he informed me that he gave to each of the young Cadottes, fifteen pounds
of Shot and Bale, together with powder & tobacco for the purpose of conveying the Govt. message
to Lac du Flambeau & to Lac Courtorielle, for the result see my letter of 1st October. 11

Obviously, in this second mention of
particular
Johnston is referring to the sons of Michel
12
Cadotte le grand. Other references to the young Cadottes in Johnston's journal identify Michel's sons.
In the entry for the 11 October 1826 it would appear that Johnston simply made the mistake of using
13
"Senior" when he meant to use "Junior."
in a later entry on 30 May 1827, after mentioning
"Mr. Cadotte,"
again refers to a "Mechaiel
Seinor," and he is clearly discussing a
14
different person than Mr. Cadotte. In his reports Johnston consistently refers to Michel Cadotte le grand
simply as Mr. Cadotte. In fact, in
report of 1 October 1826 he mentions Mr. Cadotte eight times.
15
Why he insists on calling Michel Cadotte, fils, by Senior is something
a mystery. Whatever the case,
the context that
for the 11 October 1826 does not refer to Michel Cadotte le
it is obvious
grand and his half-brother Augustin Cadotte, but rather to Michel Cadotte le grand's sons. If my
interpretation
Johnston's reports is correct-that is, that the Augustin Cadotte he mentions is not the
half-brother of Michel Cadotte le grand-then
identity of the Augustin Cadotte on Mackinac
as
the son of Jean Baptiste Cadotte, pere, would stand.
But

other evidence can be

to confirm or deny this identification?

We know that Father
visited Mackinac
and baptized a son of Augustin Cadotte
named Fran<;ois in 1821. In the published Mackinac parish register, the editor, Reuben Gold Thwaites,
comments as follows:

11

George Johnston Papers, 1 December 1826 entry for the 3'd.
See in particular George Johnston Papers, 15 January 1826 entry for the 18th, 19th, and 20t\ and 16 May 1827
entries for the 25th and 26th. In his other papers he also frequently uses the term "young Cadottes" for Michel's sons.
George Johnston Papers, Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public Library. Box 8, Folder D5:1828-1829, for
example see his journals for 1828-1829.
13
Because nothing involving the Cadottes can ever be simple, in a report to the Office of Indian Agnecy, 21 October
1827, involving the violation of Native hunting grounds, Johnston does refer to "Mechaiel Cadotte Junr, Augustin
Cadotte, and Antoine Cadotte. This same report refers to them as the "young Cadottes." So when communicating
with officials he uses junior rather than senior for the eldest son of Michel Cadotte, Ia grand. George Johnston
Papers, 1813-1862, Burton Historical Collection, Box 1, 1827.
14
George Johnston Papers, 16 May 1827 entry for the 30th.
15
Senior and junior in the past were used to differentiate between two men ofthe same name in an area who may or
may not be related to one another but differ in age. The senior was usually applied to the elder and the junior to the
younger. Maurine Harris and Glen Harris, Ancestry's Concise Genealogical Dictionary (Salt Lake City, Utah:
Ancestry, 1989), 128 and 199. George Johnston is not consistent in how he refers to Michel Cadotte, fils, in his
papers. I have seen him elsewhere refer to him as "M. Cadotte fils," "young M. Cadotte," and "M. Cadottejunr."
George Johnston Papers, Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public Library, Box 8, Folder 05:1828-1829, entries
mention must be examined in context to insure
for 13 January 1829, 25 January 1829, and 1 February 1829.
that he is addressing the son of Michel Cadotte le grand. Perhaps Johnston used senior in this non-standard way in
these two specific entries to indicate that he was Michel Cadotte le grand's eldest son as his brothers are mentioned
elsewhere in the same letters. In the 1820s I do not believe there were any other Michel Cadottes living in the La
Pointe area that would be junior to Michel Cadotte, fils, and Michel Cadotte le petit, his cousin, would be older than
him.
12
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Augustin Cadot, here named, was probably son or brother of Joseph Cadot, who was interpreter at
Fort St. Joseph as early as 1808, when he is mentioned by Col. William Claus on the journey of
that year for the Indian Department. In 1810 he was highly commended for his conduct ....
Joseph Cadot was lieutenant during the War of 1812-15, and at its close received a lot on
Drummond Island, where he settled. Descendants removed to Penetanguishine, where they were
living recently. 16

As will be shown when discussing Joseph Cadotte, Thwaites' claim that Augustin was related to Joseph is
17
credible given how relatively accurate he is about Joseph's details.
Augustin would of course be
Joseph's older brother. Thwaites wrote this footnote in 191 0 but did not cite the source of his
information. Nevertheless, it is possible he learned it from Mackinac Island dwellers familiar
the
family.
Widow Madeline Cadotte was ordered by the Probate Court to appear on 30 December 1825 and
why she had not yet administered the estate of her late husband, Augustin Cadotte. Among the papers in
the probate packet is found an account Augustin Cadotte
with Michael Dousman between 5
bottom of this document is the note
September 1823 and 6 March 1824 amounting to $43.92. On
"Recevd [sic] of Michele [sic] Cadot the amount of the above 15
1824." 18 This is undoubtedly
Michel Cadotte le grand paying a debt for his half-brother probably because Augustin had performed
some service for him. 19
The preponderance of the evidence suggests that Augustin Cadotte, the son of Jean Baptiste Cadotte,
died before 1826.

pere, is most likely the same person who lived on Mackinac Island

What else is known about this Augustin Cadotte?
He makes his
appearance on Mackinac Island in the records as a witness to the marriage of Jean
Baptiste Maiot and Marie Taillefer on 30 June 1804?0
16

Reuben Gold Thwaites, ed., "Mackinac Register of Baptisms and Interments, 1695-1821," Wisconsin Historical
Collection 19 (1910), 145, n. 91. The Mackinac parish register was transcribed and translated by Edward Osgood
Brown of Chicago who spent his summers on the Island. Ibid, xxiv. Brown, The Parish Register of the Mission of
Michilimackinac (Chicago: Barnard & Gunthorp Printers, 1889), 35. This tidbit regarding the Cadottes may have
come from Brown. Joseph Cadotte's son Achille had some ties to Penetanguishene, but his family appears to have
finally settled back at Sault Ste. Marie. Thwaites did cite A. C. Osborne, "The Migration of the Voyageurs from
Drummond Island to Penetanguishene in 1828," Ontario Historical Papers, 3 (1901): 152, but the Cadottes
mentioned on this page are not known to be descendants of either Augustin Cadotte or his brother Joseph Cadotte.
Joseph Cadotte is found listed briefly in Bryan Gidley, The Penetanguishene List of the Drummond Islanders, 18151828 (Penetanguishene, Ontario: Voyageurs into Penetanguishene, 1991 ), 6.
17
Thwaites does confuse Joseph Cadotte's Indian Department career with that of his half-brother Jean Baptiste
Cadotte, .fils, who was employed in 1808, not Joseph. However, he did get it right that Joseph was commissioned a
lieutenant in the Indian Department. Thwaites is not alone in garbling the military careers of the Cadottes. The
British Military and Naval Records (RG 8 C Series) index cards at the LAC often confuse different members of the
Cadotte family who served in the Indian Department. By consulting the original records and comparing them to
what is known about the family it is possible to carefully sort out all the Cadottes who served in the War of 1812.
18
Probate Packet for Augustin Cadotte, no. 24, 1825, Probate Court, Mackinac County, St. Ignace, Michigan.
Photocopy in the author's possession. If Augustin was dead by May 1824, then it would make sense that his brother
would be helping to pay his debts in July 1824.
19
Schenck believes that Augustin Cadotte lived at Mackinac before moving to La Pointe to work with his halfbrother Michel Cadotte le grand. Letters from Theresa M. Schenck to John P. DuLong, 21 September 1988 and 19
February 1989.
20
Mackinac Register, marriages 1725-1821, f. 51.
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not on
he may have been employed
half-brother Michel in the
the far western end of Lake Superior. Augustin may also have assisted his
for family interests on Mackinac Island, the headquarters of the AFC fur trade
On the 1820 federal census he was residing on Mackinac Island and his
consisted of a total
eight people: There were two adult males between 26 and 45, Augustin, pere, would
it is
unclear who would be the second male, possibly a relative or borderer. The two male
under 10
would be Augustin, fils, and Louis. The remaining four people not placed in age or sex categories could
be Madeline, the wife, and three other children or borders. 21
In public land claims hearings, Augustin Cadotte testified that he was of lawful age, meaning 21 or over,
and he witnessed Samuel C. Lasley in possession of his land on
in May 181 0. He signed his
statement with an X on 2 June 1823. 22 On 16 August 1823, Augustin filed his own claim for a piece of
land with a dwelling house on the island facing Lake Huron bounded on the west by Charles Marley, the
north by a lot owned by Protier and Lapante, and on the east by Ignace Pilot. 23 His claim is supported by
testimony of Patrick McGulpin, Jean Baptiste Tesserron, and Simon Champaigne who all state that he
held this lot on 1 July 1812. While Lasley's claim was denied because he collaborated with the British in
18
Augustin's claim was confirmed. 24
He was an active citizen of Mackinac Island as he is recorded as voting for borough officials at least
in 1821 and in 1822. He
taxes
$1.75 in 1823 and his widow
taxes of$0.75 before 3
25
1824. He was
no measure a
man, but compared to other island inhabitants who paid
he was not
poorest either. He made his living as a fisherman
by doing chores for others on the
island.
house was a modest
covered
cedar bark. 26
We might be able to learn more about his involvement in the fur trade, but it will be difficult to parse out
his role versus the
nephew and cousins. For example, it is unclear if the Augustin Cadotte
by the AFC at Lac du Flambeau as an
in 1821-1822
$166.67 for his
27
services was he or his

21

1820 U.S. Census, Michilimackinac Co., Michigan, NARA microfilm M33, roll 56.
American State Papers, Public Lands, 5:245
23
American State Papers, Public Lands, 5:233. This lot was number 9 on the map of private claims for
Michilimackinac, see Report of the Secretary of the Treasure, Senate, 29 Congress, 2nd session, report no. 221, 1847.
This claim is signed by "Augustus Cadott." l have been unable to find an original copy of this document with his
signature. I suspect he did not suddenly learn how to write between June and August. More likely his attorney, Rix
Robinson, may have signed for him or guided his hand. Unlike his brother and half-brothers, Augustin appears not
to have benefited from any education.
24
This property is on Biddle Point near the modern-day Mackinac Island Public Library. There is a photograph of
"The Cadotte Homes" at Biddle Point in Edwin 0. Wood, Historic Mackinac: The Historical, Picturesque and
Legendary Features of the Mackinac Country, 2 vols. (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1918), 2:404-405.
25
Michael Dousman Papers.
26
Keith R. Widder, Battle for the Soul: Metis Children Encounter Evangelical Protestants at Mackinaw Mission,
1823-1837 (East Lansing: Michigan State Univ. Press, 1999), 52-54. One wonders if Michel Cadotte le grand and
his family stayed with Augustin when they made their annual visit to Mackinac Island to exchange their furs?
27
Bruce M. White, The Fur Trade in Minnesota: An Introductory Guide to Manuscript Sources (St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Society Press, 1977), 36. Schenck, All Our Relations, 37, believes this is the son of Michel Cadotte, le
grand.
22
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We must now consider the implications that can be derived from an interesting letter transcribed as
written for you here:
Chippewa Falls
April 6th

paid

Mons. Francois Roussan
Fond duLac
Lake Superior
Via Lapoint
Lake Superior
Chippewa River
March 27, !855,
My Dear Sister
I am now growing in years & as l look back to contemplate the past-scenes of gone bye days
mixed with pleasure and of pain, pride and remorse--each as my experience now teaches me to
view every action of my past life. The same circumstances which force these thoughts upon me,
present to me also, the image of you, my sister. I feel a yearning to see you, at least once more.
The nearest at present I can do to consummate my wishes, is to write you these few lines. I trust,
though, that the Great Guider of human destinies will in his mercy grant that my present intentions
toward you shall come to pass in due time. I intend to go to La Pointe with our cousin Mrs.
Charlotte Ermatinger in the early part of the coming summer & then I flatter myself, that I shall
see my sister.
I have been informed that your health is poor. It pains me even to hear that. I trust, I pray, that
my informant lies.
To my Brother Francois, I would add a few words. I am now enjoying pretty goode health with a
good conscience. The community in which I am now living, having organized into a county
government, have put such restrictions upon the selling and sending spirituous liquors that l can
not get whisky or other spirits without doing so in a sneaking and underhanded way-which way
of getting along in the world, you know, is entirely against my principles altogether, therefore, I
have totally abjured the use, in any way, of Whisky, Brandies, Gins and all other similar poisons.
I would advise you, Francois, by all means, to follow my example if you value good health and a
quiet conscience.
To my Niece CecileYour Cousin Miss Easther Corban, now living with my cousin, Mrs. Ermatinger having often, in
her conversations to me referred to you, I cannot conscientiously close this sheet without directing
to you a few words.
Easther tells me that she heard that you are on the eve of marriage. Now it would do me infinite
pleasure to see you this coming summer, as yet a maid. I have my reasons to state my wish. It is
no idle expression-however, of course you will act at your pleasure and by the advice & consent
of your parents. Easther is and has been in good health & wishes to be remembered by you.
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We are all in good health. I hope some of you will deign to answer or acknowledge the
this at your earliest leisure.

of

Joseph Cadotte
Chippewa Falls, Chippewa Co. 28

Joseph Cadotte of Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin, wrote this letter to his sister, Zoe (Cadotte)
the
du Lac, Minnesota. In it he refers to their cousin Mrs. Charlotte
wife of Fran<;ois Roussain, of
Ermatinger. This would be Charlotte Cadotte, the daughter of Michel Cadotte le grand, the widow of
29
Truman A. Warren, and the
of James R.
Furthermore, he addresses part this letter
to her cousin Esther Corban (Corbin), who was
to his niece Cecile Roussian, Zoe's daughter,
of Louis
Sophie
Assuming that the cousin in this letter refers to
cousin Joseph, Zoe, and Sophie would be the children
of a brother or half-brother of Michel Cadotte le grand. As the children of Jean Baptiste Cadotte, fils,
from the first marriage of Jean
Cadotte, pere, are fairly well
he is unlikely to be the
in the
ofthe second wife
brother. Moreover, the children of Joseph Cadotte, the youngest
of Jean Baptiste Cadotte, pere, are now known and do not include these three. It would therefore seem
very likely that these siblings were the children of Augustin Cadotte as diagramed in Chart 1. Schenck,
of Sophie Cadotte,
who kindly made me aware of this letter, believes that Augustin Cadotte is the
30
of
Nevertheless, some caution should be
to the
of this
letter as the word cousin in English is not always used with genealogical precision and does not
•
.
31
mean JUSt
cousms.

28

Letter from Joseph Cadotte to Mrs. Francis Roussain, 27 March 1855, in the John A. Bardon Papers, 1845-1880,
1935, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minnesota. Some punctuation added.
29
The relationship between Joseph Cadotte and James Ermatinger is mentioned in the ledger of Jean Brunet:
"josephes cadot mitif cousin ermatinger," William W. Bartlett, History, Tradition and Adventure in the Chippewa
Valley (Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin: The Chippewa Printers, 1929), 195.
30
Schenck, All Our Relations, 51.
31
The word cousin could have multiple meanings including the child of an aunt or uncle, a relative that a person
shares a common ancestor with back two or more generations, a relative by marriage rather than shared ancestry, a
person who is known to be a relative but the relationship is vague or unknown, and even a close friend. The word
standing alone cannot be assumed to mean a first cousin or cousin-germain. Barbara Jean
The New A to Zax:
A Comprehensive Genealogical Dictionary for Genealogists and Historians, 2nd ed. (Champaign, Ill.: Privately
printed, 1990), 80. To add to the confusion, how the Ojibwa use the idea of cousin is very different from Europeanbased usage. They differentiate between parallel and cross cousins. A parallel cousin is the child of a father's
brother or a mother's sister. In comparison, a cross cousin is the child of a father's sister or a mother's brother.
Parallel cousins are considered siblings, but cross cousins are non-kin and suitable for marriage partners. Laura
Peers and Jennifer S. H.
"'There is no end to relationship among the Indians': Ojibwa Families and Kinship
in Historical Perspective," The History of the Family 4, no. 4 (December 1999): 529-555.
92
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Chart 1: Possible
between Cadottes Mentioned
in .. "'"''IJ'" Cadotte's 1855 Letter
Jean-Baptiste Cadotte, pere
m. (1) Athanasie Equawaic.e, an Ojibwa
m. (2) Catherine, an Ojibwa

Michel Cadotte,
le grand
m. Marie Madeleine,
an Ojibwa

Augustin Cadotte
m. Madeleine,
an Ojibwa

I
Charlotte Cadotte '
m. (1) Truman A. Warren
m. (2) James R. Ermatinger

Sophia/Louise/Margaret
Cadotte
m. louis Corbin

Joseph Cadotte '

Esther Corbin *

Zoe/Susan Cadotte '
m. Fran<;:ois Roussain

Cecile Roussain *

*Indicates those people mentioned in the 1855 letter which confirms that Joseph Cadotte and Zoe Cadotte
were cousins of Charlotte Cadotte and that Cecile Roussain and Esther Corbin were cousins.

Based on this
and assuming it refers to first cousins
Augustin Cadotte and one or more
Ojibwa women
be the
following children:
5
32
33
!.
SOPHIE/LOUISE/MARGARET CADOTTE,
known as Wabicaway, b.
at Lac Courte
34
Oreilles, Wisconsin, about 1805, adult
Mackinac
20
1829 at age 24, buried La
35
10
1843 at age 38,
m. Mackinac Island, 20 July 1829, LOUIS

32

She is called Sophie, a Saulteau, with no surname at her adult baptism, her marriage, and the baptism of her two
eldest children, Margaret and Augustin, all on the same day 20 July 1829, Ste-Anne's, Mackinac Island. Mackinac
Register, marriages, 1823-1891, ff. 7r-7v, and baptisms, 1823-1889, ff. 25-26. She is called Louisa Cadotte in the
civil ceremony of her marriage. Obeshaw, Mackinac County, Michigan, Marriage Records, 3, record no. 62. At the
baptism of her subsequent children she is called Sophie Cadotte: Esther, bp. 12 July 1831 at Mackinac Island,
Mackinac Register, baptisms, 1823-1889, ff. 36-37; Julia, bp. 24 May 1835; Jean Baptiste, bp. 14 August 1837;
Alexis, bp. 12 July 1840; and Marie, bp. 3 July 1842, all at La Pointe. "La Pointe Baptism Records," part 3, 74; part
4, 117; and part 5, 10. Lastly, she appears in the 1837 Treaty claims as Margaret Schenck, All Our Relations, 51.
Like many American Indians and Metis women, Sophie was known by a number of different names.
33
The only source I have found for her Native name is the Cadotte chart published in Cadotte Family Stories by
Thomas Henry Tobola (Cadotte, Wisconsin: Privately printed, 1974), hereinafter "Cadotte Family Tree," 72. This
chart appears identical to the "Genealogical Chart of the Descendants of Jean Baptiste Cadotte," undated, presented
by Anna Ermatinger, Jim Falls, Wisconsin, 1969, to the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Archives Division,
MAD 4/15/SC-0 16, oversize. According to Schenck, this chart was compiled by Sr. Sirilla LaRush and Annie
Ermatinger. I agree with her that this chart has probably done more harm than good, and it must be used with
extreme caution. Email from Theresa Schenck to John P. DuLong, 22 June 2015.
34
On this day two Saulteaux [Ojibwas] are baptized at Mackinac Island, Ester (Esther), age about 21, and Sophie,
age about 24, Mackinac Register, baptisms, 1823-1889, f. 25. Ester was the wife of Michel Cadotte, fils. Esther
was the daughter of Kish-ki-man. Schenck, All Our Relations, 39.
35
Bristol, Liber Defunctorum: St. Joseph Mission and Holy Family Catholic Church, Death Registry, 9. Schenck,
All Our Relations, 51
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CORBIN/CORBINE, son of Jean Baptiste Corbin and
6 February 1805,37 d. after 28 March 1875? 8
1843, Catherine Roi, the widow of -..:PT'<Inihln uWvV!HV•v,
issue
both wives.
JOSEPH CADOTTE. Little is known
any certainty about the writer
1855
He
be the James Cadotte, also called Joseph, who attended the Protestant Mackinaw Mission School.
If so, then he was recorded as being% Ojibwa blood, from Lake Superior, and he was 16 when he
boarded at the school in 1826 and he
in 1828.
would
his birth around 1810. 40
Given his well-written
his attendance at this school would explain his literacy.
On the 1855 Wisconsin State Census, Joseph appears in the town of Chippewa [Falls]
between James
and Augustin Cadot-probably the son of Michel Cadotte le grandand is recorded as a single, colored male. 41 In a letter
18 June 1854, Alice
wrote to her parents, James R. Ermatinger and Charlotte (Cadotte) Warren/Ermatinger, and
mentioned a cousin Joseph. Tobola believes this person might be the same Joseph Cadott who
of Micheal Relieux and Margaret Wo-sou-wen-de-ba, 29 May 1855,
witnessed the
Chippewa Falls. 42
Lastly, a Joseph Cadotte,
is listed as being 97 years old with the
du Lac Band of
Chippewa in 1892.43
be him with an exaggerated age
his birth as 1795?44 As
he does not appear on other census records, it is likely he lived with
Ojibwa kinsmen most of
his
The
census did not
record American Indians until 1900. So
no other records relating to him. No known issue exist, but if he is ihe Sr.
m
1892, it is
logical that there was a Jr.
ZOE/SUSAN CADOTTE, b. Minnesota,
1820,45 d. Duluth, Minnesota, 2
1902 at age
46
82, m. La
30
1835, FRAN(:OIS
b. 1815,
La Pointe, 30 August

36

Mackinac Register, marriages, 1823-1891, f. 7. Obeshaw, Mackinac County, Michigan, Marriage Records, 3,
record no. 62. Schenck, All Our Relations, 50.
37
Schenck, All Our Relations, 51.
38
Interview of Louis Corbin conducted by Julia
Spears, 28 March 1875, box 1, file 9. Charles F. X.
Goldsmith Papers, State Historical Society of Wisconsin, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. On my visit to Eau
Claire I found this document in box 1, file 4.
39
Bristol, St. Joseph Mission and Holy Family Catholic Church: Marriage Records, 10. Schenck, All Our Relations,
51.
40
Widder, Battle for the Soul, 138. Several Corbin, Ermatinger, and Warren cousins were also in attendance. Given
that Joseph referred to his cousin Charlotte (Cadotte) Ermatinger in his 1855 letter and the other points of contact
with the Ermatinger, I wonder if perhaps he was raised by his cousin Charlotte and carried the name James while at
school in honor of her husband James R. Ermatinger.
41
1855 Wisconsin State Census, Chippewa, Chippewa Co., Wisconsin, penned p. 18, FamilySearch,
.illl!2§.;!~illlD§'~~::rrgLQ©cill~~:L:Ji'll:!:2'tU.::..llJ~~~illJ.J.:.:21l~S~~2 (accessed 15 Oct 20 14), image 3,
State Historical Society, Madison. Unfortunately, age was not recorded for this census.
42
Tobola, Cadotte Family Stories, 84.
43
U. S. Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940, Census of the Fond du Lac Band of Chippewa Indians of the La Pointe
Agency, Wisconsin, 30 June 1892, nos. 60-61, digital image by subscription, Ancestry.com,
!lli!U~:lL~!ld!!.!£5~IY,fQ!I!L§S@Lf~Ji2.c~Qil,9JllQ::..ll[~ (accessed 7 November 2014), NARA microfilm M592, roll
235. The wife is listed as Me Fa Kin Do Quay, age 79. In the 1855 letter Joseph makes no specific mention of a
wife or children, but he does write: "We are all in good health." So perhaps he had a wife and children when he
wrote the letter.
44
I know of no other Metis Joseph Cadotte who would have been born in 1795, hence the reason I think this age is
exaggerated. I suspect his age would be closer to that of his 79-year-old wife.
45
1900 U. S. Census,
St. Louis Co., Minnesota, Supervisor District 133, Enumeration District 294, sheet
7A, dwelling 137, family 142, line 42, Ancestry.com,
(19 December 2014), NARA Microfilm
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1835 age 20, 48 d. Fond
Lac, Minnesota, 3 June 1885,49 son of Eustache Roussain and one of
50
his three Ojibwa wives. Susan Roussain, age 74, is listed on a census of the Fond duLac band
ofOjibwa in 1892. 51 Had issue.
Unfortunately, I have been unable to find any document that unequivocally confirms the parents of any of
these
The hypothesis that Sophie is the daughter of Augustin Cadotte must be considered carefully and
compared to other possibilities. Clearly, Sophie is associated with the Cadotte family. She is called a
Cadotte on several records. However, her exact relationship to the other Cadottes is never made
in either the La Pointe or Mackinac parish registers.
Cadotte
are two sources indicating that she is the daughter of a Michel Cadotte. First,
Tree" indicates that Wabicaway, the wife of Louis
[sic], was a daughter of Michel Cadotte le
it is not
grand. 52 Family members produced this genealogical chart many decades after Sophie's
always accurate, and it must be used with caution. Secondly, a contemporary list of half-bloods nrc•n<>rPrl
for the 1837 Treaty claims shows a Sophy
Corbin listed below Louis Corbin of Lac Courte Oreilles
with a note stating: "Louis Corbin is a son of Jean Bte Corbin and an Indian woman and his wife is a
daughter of a Halfbreed (Michel Cadotte) and an Indian woman." 53

T623, roll 790. She might be the Zoe Jibagijig
25 December 1835 age 15, La Pointe, the godparents being
Joseph Cadotte and Sophie Otawakwe. "La Pointe Baptism Records," part I, 190.
46
Minnesota, Department of Health, Section of Vital Statistics, Death Records, 1900-1907, Duluth, St. Louis Co.,
FHL microfilm 2117537. This record, unfortunately, does not name her parents. "Mrs. Zoe Roussain, Oldest Settler
at Head of Lake, to be Buried Today," obituary clipping, Superior News Tribune, 5 January 1902. "Aged Lady
Died," obituary clipping, Duluth Evening Herald, 4 January 1902. I am indebted to Christine Carlson for sharing
these clippings with me in an email dated 13 November 2012.
47
Chippewa County, Michigan, Marriages, vol. A, 36, abstracted at "Chippewa County Marriages: Alphabetical by
Bride's Name,
(accessed 17 December 2014). Bristol, St. Joseph
Mission and Holy Family Catholic Church: Marriage Records, 2. Christine Carlson, "The 1800s Roussain Family:
A Love Triangle and 'Angels' in the Surrounding Wilds," Nah gah chi wa nang • Di bahji mowin nan (February
2010): 7. This couple is the subject of a poem in which Zoe is called Zoe-we-dah and Franc;ois is called Ta-Gosh.
Ida Sexton Searls, Ta-Gosh.· An Indian idyl (Privately printed, 1823). In Searls' awkwardly racist poem, Ta-Gosh is
credited with diverting the Fond du Lac Ojibwa from their traditional feuds and superstitions to the "white-man's
mode of life." Searle based this poem on information she gathered from Mrs. Thomas Jackson ofFond duLac, the
granddaughter of the couple. It would be dangerous to accept any genealogical facts gleaned from this poem; after
all, she claims that Ta-Gosh's brother was a fictional Montreal physician called Eugene de Borden, 30-32.
Nevertheless, she states that Ta-Gosh's mother was Sha-kaw-we-dah, the daughter of a chief, 13. The mother of
Zoe-we-dah was Waub-u-nong (meaning Sunrise), a widow who kept a house in the European style at Wah-quah, an
unidentified place where traders gather in the spring, 5, 22, and 23.
48
"La Pointe Baptism Records," Part I, 186.
49
Carlson, "The 1800s Roussain Family," 7.
50
The wives were Shauwunaubunoque, Wauwaussumoqua, and Payshaubunoqua. Treaty with the Chippewa, 1826,
American State Papers, Indian Affairs, 2:273.
51
U.S. Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940, Census ofthe Fond duLac Band of Chippewa Indians ofthe La Pointe
Agency,
30 June 1892, no. 29. Susan Roussain is listed at age 74.
52
"Cadotte
Tree."
53
Lyon Papers, Box 19, Folder: Lists ofNames, Half Breeds, Chippewa Nation, North Dakota [second folder of that
name], Item: Large table list half breeds, starts with "Connor, Susan" on the first page and ends with
Chapman" on the second page.
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father was Michel
le
possibly
cousin
These two sources suggest
Cadotte le
both were known to be in the Lac Courte Oreilles area around 1805. 54 In either case,
the Esther
and Cecile Roussain
cousins,
they
or third cousins.
And in the
case, Sophie would no longer be a sibling of Zoe
aunt.
either man for two reasons.
However, I do not believe that Sophie is a
as a daughter of either Michel is spoiled by the fact that she is not
among the known children of
55
either man.
Secondly, the existing records when they should naturally
such a relationship are
silent. The most glaring example of this silence occurs on 20
1829
the Mackinac parish register.
On this day Michel Cadotte, fils, was
to Esther, an Ojibwa, and
next entry in the register is
marriage of Sophie, an Ojibwa, to Louis Corbin. However, the Mackinac parish register neglects to
mention any relationships between these people. None
the Cadottes are recorded as Sophie's
godparents, the godparents of her
as witnesses at her marriage on this summer day. 56 If
she was the daughter-legitimate or
Michel Cadotte le grand, then
would have been
a natural place
to mention
Considering that Michel Cadotte le grand is recorded as the
father in his son's entry, it is surprising that if he was also
father of Sophie, it was not mentioned in
her adjacent marriage record.
57

It is
of a Michel Cadotte.
It makes more sense that she was the
daughter of a brother or
of Michel Cadotte le grand.
we cannot dismiss
alternative
she could be the daughter of another Cadotte cousin passing through the
case, the relationships mentioned in Joseph Cadotte's 1855 letter
be intact,
would be more remote.

been no records found to
for
While there are ambiguous
to Sophie's possible father, there
or not Augustin Cadotte was
Furthermore, given
either Joseph or Zoe that indicate
that Sophie was born around 1805
Zoe in 1820 it might very
they do not share
the same
This is
by the
they were
and raised
areas. Several
58
HRH'"'"'"' that Zoe was
and she resided at Fond du Lac.
In contrast,

54

Sophie cannot be the daughter of Michel Cadotte, fils, because the chronology makes her Michel's contemporary.
The children of both Michel Cadottes are well documented. Mackinac Register, marriages, 1823-1891, ff. [8]-9,
this marriage record for Michel Cadotte, le grand, and Madeline, lists all their living children. "Cadotte Account
Chippewa Nation, North Dakota [third
Book List." Lyon Papers, Box 19, Folder: Lists of Names, Half
folder of that name], Item: Children of Michel Cadotte and Juqsuanay [sic.]. Lyon Papers, Box 18, Folder:
Chippewa Claims [Traders] 8-14, Item no. 14: Estate of Michel Cadotte claim. Although this set of documents deals
with the estate of Michel Cadotte le grand, within it is a partial list of some of the children of Michel Cadotte le
petit, see f. 4.
56
On that date the following events are recorded 20 July 1829: m. Michel Cadotte, fils, and Ester; m. Louis Corbin
and Sophie [Cadotte]; bp. Ester, wife ofMichel Cadotte,jils; bp. Sophie [Cadotte] wife of Louis Corbin; bp. Joseph,
Genevieve, and Julia, children of Michel Cadotte, fils, and Ester; and bp. Marguerite and Augustin children of Louis
Corbin and Sophie [Cadotte]. Mackinac Register, marriages, 1823-1891, ff. 7-[8], baptisms, 1823-1889, ff. 25-26.
57
It could be the case that she was adopted by Michel Cadotte le grand, but she is not identified as such in any
original documents.
58
U.S. 1860 Census, Fond duLac, St. Louis Co., Minnesota, NARA microfilm M653, roll 574, p. 589, Francis
Roussain family 344, dwelling 110, lines 29-32. U.S. 1870 Census, Fond duLac, St. Louis Co., Minnesota, NARA
microfilm Tl32, rolllO, p. 356, Frank Rousseau dwelling 45, family 46, lines 12-15. U.S. 1880 Census, Fond du
Lac, St. Louis Co., Minnesota, NARA microfilm T9, roll 632, ED 94, p. 527B, Francis Roussain dwelling 68,
family 66, lines 5-11. U. S. 1900 Census, Duluth, ward 8, St. Louis Co., Minnesota, NARA microfilm T623, roll
790, ED 294, p. 7A, Eustace Roussain dwelling 137, family 142, lines 39-44. On the 1880 census, she indicates
both her parents were born in Minnesota.
55
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Louis Corbin's 1837 Treaty claim says that Sophie has resided at Lac Courte Oreilles in Wisconsin since
childhood, her mother is living there, and she has relatives in the area. 59 There is no evidence that any of
these children ever resided on Mackinac Island, nor do we know with certainty that Augustin Cadotte was
ever resident in either Minnesota or Wisconsin. It is possible he might have worked for his half-brother at
La Pointe and visited Fond du Lac and Lac Courte Oreilles, but no solid evidence has come forth to
establish this is indeed true.
In order for the Augustin Cadotte who resided and died on Mackinac Island to be the father of these
children he would have cohabitated with one woman in Wisconsin in the early 1800s, created a family
with Madeline back on Mackinac Island in the 181 Os and 1820s, while concurrently fathering
with yet another woman in Minnesota. For all the children discussed in this appendix to be Augustin's, it
is necessary to accept that he bounced back and forth between the western end of Lake Superior and
Mackinac Island and had multiple country wives, a not unlikely scenario for a Cadotte involved in the
early nineteenth-century fur trade, but still a challenge to believe
evidence.
Of course, Augustin Cadotte would not have been the
man involved in the
trade-living on the
frontier-to have two or more simultaneous country wives. 60 His Native wives would have kept any
of behavior might explain why
children, as was customary among Great Lakes tribes. 61 And this
there is confusion regarding Sophie's relationship with the Cadottes
La Pointe. It might be the case
that in the absence of her father she was informally adopted by Michel Cadotte le grand, and hence why
some thought she was his daughter.
Alternatively, this could be a case of fictive kinship and these three children claimed a genealogical
relationship that did not exist according to modern-day customs but was considered acceptable in Ojibwa
culture.
Clearly, Joseph and Zoe Cadotte were siblings, and it is
that Sophie was their sister. However, it
be premature to assign these three as the
of Augustin Cadotte without further
For now, the
diagramed in Chart 1 must remain intriguing but hypothetical.

59

Schenck, All Our Relations, 51.
Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 37-38
61
Antoine Denis Raudot noted in 1709 that: "The maniage broken off, the children remain with the mother; it is one
of their greatest riches to have them, because it is they who support them in their old age by hunting and fishing. W.
Vernon Kinietz, The Indians ofthe Western Great Lakes, 1615-1760 (Ann Arbor: Univ. ofMichigan Press, 1965),
345. Among the Cree it was also easy for abandoned Native wives and their children to return to her tribe.
Strangers in Blood, 66.
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